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          Editing Practice #9 

    (Commas) 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1. from the beginning Art Deco, used bold shapes Bright colors Fine craftsman-ship 

    ____________________________________________________________________ 

2. the artistic, style was seen on Buildings Furniture fashion cars trains and even Radioes 

    ____________________________________________________________________  

 

                   Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #10                    Date __________ 

        (Commas II) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. in the early 1700’s gargoyles is replaced in my opinion by less attractiv Drainpipes 

                       _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. historically gargoyles is used to direct rain-water away from large tall buildings 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #11                    Date __________ 

        (Quotation Marks) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. they create messy irregular webs chimed gia to make insect excape more difficult 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. in a episode of Mythbusters started ken the host was bited by cellar spiders with no affects 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #12                   Date __________ 

        (Quotation Marks II) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. each year said Mia The fort traded for more than 25000 buffalo robes   

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

                  2. walt read “that fort union was sold to the army and dismantle for it’s materials”  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

ANSWER KEY 
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Editing Practice #9 

                  (Commas) 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1. from the beginning Art Deco, used bold shapes Bright colors Fine craftsman-ship 

    From the beginning, Art Deco used bold shapes, bright colors, and fine craftsmanship. 

2. the artistic, style was seen on Buildings Furniture fashion cars trains and even Radioes 

   The artistic style was seen on buildings, furniture, fashion, cars, trains, and even radios. 

 

 Editing Practice #10   

        (Commas II) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. in the early 1700’s gargoyles is replaced in my opinion by less attractiv Drainpipes 

    In the early 1700’s, gargoyles were replaced, in my opinion, by less attractive drainpipes. 

2. historically gargoyles is used to direct rain-water away from large tall buildings 

    Historically, gargoyles were used to direct rainwater away from large, tall buildings. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #11   

        (Quotation Marks) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. they create messy irregular webs chimed gia to make insect excape more difficult 

     “They create messy, irregular webs,” chimed Gia, “to make insect escape more difficult.” 

2. in a episode of Mythbusters started ken the host was bited by cellar spiders with no affects 

     “In an episode of Mythbusters,” started Ken, “the host was bitten by cellar spiders with no effects.” 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #12                    

        (Quotation Marks II) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. each year said Mia The fort traded for more than 25000 buffalo robes   

     “Each year,” said Mia, “the fort traded for more than 25,000 buffalo robes.”   

2. walt read “that fort union was sold to the army and dismantle for it’s materials”  

     Walt read that Fort Union was sold to the army and dismantled for its materials.   

 


